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The #1 International Bestseller from style expert Carrie LaShell, a qualified Image Consultant who spent
some time working with Stacy London and been featured about ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX, and more!Imagine in
the event that you had a plan — a style map —s procedure, including her trademark CLAP formula, a simple
plan for creating fantastic outfits that any female can immediately begin using:Color - How exactly to use
fun color combinations that perfectly compliment your skin tone to create WOW outfits. If each time you
went shopping or walked into your closet, you knew just what to select. How would that modification the
way you experience yourself — and how you project yourself to the world?The Outside/Inside Magic of an
excellent Image takes you step-by-step through Carrie’Accessories - How to pick jewelry, sneakers, and
purses and handbags that complete your outfit like icing on a cake.In The Outside/Inside Magic of an
excellent Image, style expert Carrie LaShell walks you through her proven strategies that any girl can use
to transform themselves from the exterior in.During the last 15 years, Carrie has helped a lot more than
2000 ladies — Whether you are a professional girl or a stay-at-home mom, The Outdoors/Inside Magic of a
Great Image will give you the tools you need to create the picture you’ are you ready? During that time,
she has worked in the style industry, owned a Curves fitness center, developed her own type of cosmetics,
and consulted with women across the United States. And now she’s sharing what she's learned with
you.The simple truth is that anyone can look good and feel great about themselves, irrespective of age or
weight. for regularly selecting outfits and accessories that flawlessly represented your best self.ve always
desired. The key is learning what to do.Patterns and Prints - Steps to make your clothing pop by
concentrating on design details that most people totally ignore.That is a system that any woman can set up
to start transforming their lives from the exterior in today. from professional women and successful
business owners to TV personalities and stay-at-home mothers —Layering - How exactly to combine
individual articles of clothing into complete outfits bursting with energy and dimension.The only question is —
identify and create a personal style that perfectly represents their finest self.
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For instance, the brand new mom carrying a little bit of additional weight -- she focused on how the
woman may find great clothes on her behalf at that weight -- therefore she started to feel good about
herself. The author provides helpful suggestions to guide every stage of the procedure. Her writing design
is as if she actually is right in the room speaking with you. I enjoyed the fact that Carrie was focused on
finding the very best look for people at whatever age or weight they were after that. Her personalilty
shines through as well as her evident passion on her behalf craft, and her purpose to greatly help others.. A
great image can help you get your mojo back! I highly recommend this reserve to anyone who is looking to
find their personal style. Carrie covers everything about image from check out toe. You can easily follow
and provides loads of valuable fashion details, especially for people who are not as fashion savvy. I think I
may start handing this publication out to every friend who says, "when I lose a few more pounds.... This
reserve is currently my reference instruction to review all the things she trained me. Feel good with who
you are actually.. Nevertheless, I tried a few Ms. Hummmmmmm Just not that interesting.way too many
repeats.. This is a message we don't hear enough.. Great fashion tips! This is a fun book to read. It isn't
just about piecing together an outfit but it is also about the significance of finding a look that matches
your individual brand and looks great. This book is not only about clothes, it dives deeper than that and talks
about beauty tips and also the proper shades for your complexion. LaShell's suggestions and was very
surprised at the response from close friends, family-even strangers! You can differ from outside in with
the assistance this book. This book is amazing! If you've ever needed assistance on how to find your style
and the measures it takes to get it, this book will help you 100%. I didn't realize how much locating your
outside picture could change the within picture and transform your life. I've caused Carrie in my own
closet, shopping, she's packed for me for various vacations and I really like her makeup line." Don't make
excuses and conceal behind baggy sweats and ill fitting clothing! A true inspiration and existence changer. Or
not really. Her advice is traditional and timeless, with today's twist.Find your own magic!. Five Stars Such a
fun and readable book! It is a brief, easy read, that's sure to help anyone find their own magic. Some of
the ideas in this great publication seem intuitive Some of the suggestions in this great book seem intuitive.
This book was really useful-- and a fun, easy read This book was really useful-- and a great, easy read. I've
been shopping all my entire life and feel I understand my own style very well.. I recommend this book for
anyone interested in improving their personal style. An excellent book for veteran shoppers and newbies
alike-The Outdoors/Inside Magic of an excellent Image is fantastic, indeed! Buy a duplicate for all your
friends! You will LOVE this book! THE EXTERIOR Inside Magic of an excellent Image was a great read!
Filled with information and incredibly helpful. I would recommend.. Amazingly tips to use regardless of what
body type! Very Useful Book This book is simple to read and filled with very useful information on how to
build up your own style without regard to size or weight.
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